
Lake Vernon - Ansel Adams Would be Proud
	 When we asked Lake Vernon members for photographs to adorn 
the new brochure and the on-going web site refresh, we had no 
idea there were so many budding photo-fanatics on the lake. The 
response includes sunsets and sunrises, water fowl and Bambi on 
ice , winter scenes galore and those lazy days of summer - all 
documented for ever more.
	 And the amazing secret remains - Lake Vernon is one of the 
prettiest lakes in Ontario and we're the lucky few who learn 
that every morning when we get up. The long views of 
uninterrupted shoreline, the cottages hidden behind trees and 
natural landscapes - we have much to be thankful for. 
	 Here are the contributors whose efforts either made the 
brochure possible or are in our inventory of images and being 
used on the web site already. Thank you to...
	 A. Bookman	 	 	 Doug & Dorrie Millikin
	 Brad Simpson	 	 	 Gord Card
	 Craig Simpson	 	 	 Ian Gerrie
	 Jerry Reid	 	 	 Pauline Gatto
	 Jorgi (Mr. Tawingo)		 Karen Snell
	 Little Rob Laver	 	 Mary & Alan Kydd
	 Sue Burke		 	 	 Ian Hastie
	 Plus everyone else that I forgot or whose photos got lost 
in the shuffle of about 60 images. Awesome response. If I got 
your name wrong, please forgive - if you're entire name isn't 
there that's because it remains a mystery to me.
	 Be sure to download the brochure off the web site to see if 
your images were used - and keep coming back to the web site to 
see almost every shot as we finish the site off.

NEW LAKE VERNON WEAR COMING THIS SUMMER:
WE CALL IT THE UN-BUGGED COLLECTION!

	 We're going with an off-white base colour for this year's 
new collection of long and short sleeve shirts and hats. The 
trim and logo colours will remain consistent with LVA brand.
 	 We call it Un-Bugged because everyone knows mosquitoes 
aren't attracted to off-white. (Well, at least everyone in the 
city knows that;) 




